
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an advertising coordinator.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for advertising coordinator

Required to handle straight forward information that would be sourced from
clients in existing formats, such as product advertising, images and product
specifications, product offers, legal information, rules and regulations
Communicate regularly with internal and external groups – merchandising,
marketing, operations, facilities, and vendors
Proofreads all advertising for content and offers, working with the Production
and Creative Managers to resolve any issues
Perform duties including entering ad orders, managing ad campaigns,
processing materials, answering gate calls, setting up accounts and
responding to billing inquiries
Monitor, read and file articles to create a library of articles relating to
Showtime Original Series and assist in gathering and gaining approval on
reviews/quotes
Take meeting notes and create episode summaries for Showtime Original
Series
Conducts research and compiles information for reports
Reviews, analyzes, and recommends action from various reports or statistics
Year over year period reporting on preprint volumes identifying any major
changes in zip codes and products
Administrative duties including expenses, managing and creating and
maintaining up to date client contact lists for mailings, travel planning, and
ongoing communication, filing and organization
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Must be detail oriented, high energy, willing to learn, proactive
Must be able to work well in a fast paced/deadline driven environment
Ability to think creatively and independently, collaboratively
Strong skills in communication, customer service, organization and analysis
Ability to work well with others and to multitask in a deadline-driven
environment
Ability to define problems, collect data, draw conclusions and present
findings to clients


